Offered for Sale through
Castle Quay PRICE: £43,000

DIMENSIONS:
Length: 57ft
Beam: 6ft10
HISTORY:
Builder: Keith Woods
DESIGN
Type: Cruiser-back
Style: Cottage Layout
Construction: Steel

Castle Quay are pleased to offer this very well kept
example of a traditional cruiser back narrow boat.
Lovingly looked after by a woodworking craftsman
this open and practical boats sports many unique and
artistic features. Ideal for a home-from-home bijou or
perfect as a spacious and comfortable live aboard
home that is ready to be used straight away.

The living accommodation has
many lovely features, from stained
glass windows (removable) to its
narrow boat specific sofa bed with
built in storage, there is also a quality
solid pine free standing dresser. The
lounge can be easily moved around
to provide different areas from a
cosy night in front of the woodburner
to entertaining for dinner by simply
adding a table

Ideal to take to London for a
liveaboard

Open plan kitchen is great for social
entertaining and the spacious and cleverly
thought out walk-through kitchen includes a
chest height vanette oven for easy access
and viewing whilst cooking, a 12v shoreline
fridge and significant storage in full-size
kitchen cupboards. The well placed side
hatch means you never lose sight of the view
even n when cooking at the hob.

Despite the cosy and traditional feel this
boat boasts a huge modern bathroom,
with full size shower, with a reliable gulper
shower bilge, stylish modern sink, Thetford
cassette toilet and heated towel rails, plus
further storage.

A fixed double is to be found in the stern. Above the bed a
rustic, hand-crafted shelf with under lighting for night reading.
At the foot of the bed another heated towel rail, Polaroid TV,
wrought iron candelabra and plenty of space to walk
around.
Beyond the bedroom is a large storage area and the main
ships appliances: smart charger and fuse board. Three solid
wood steps complete with hidden storage exit on to the rear
large cruiser deck, which in turn includes a large external steel
storage box.

Specifics



























Izusu Engine – IM4L0484 cyclinder
Aquadrive coupling
3 x 110ah batteries + engine start
Calorifier
Caudwells Hopper windows throughout
Fixed double bed
Polaroid TV
Smart charger
Eberspacher diesel
Shoreline fuse board
Galvanic isolator
Hidden storage under bespoke crafted
seat
Large Valour Stove
Stainless sink and drainer
Vannette hob 40002
12v Shoreline fridge
Microwave
Significant undercounter kitchen
storage
Full size shower with gulper pump
2 x heated towl rails
Thetford cassette toilet
Woodlined / steel side hatch
Cool / ambient lighting mix
Original artistic features
Bespoke stain glass windows
Includes beautiful pine dresser

Nehalennia is a well-built stylish Narrowboat that is ready to cruise and
enjoy. It has been a home to its current owner for the best part of a
decade and with its wood burner, stylish kitchen and useful bathroom
can be used by an individual or a couple for many years to come.

Call now to view. Transport anywhere in the UK can be arranged.
LOCATED AT CASTLE QUAY, RIVER MEDWAY. 07791957099
VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT 7 DAYS A WEEK
castlequayboats@gmail.com

